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Summary
A rounded and experienced Competitiveness Strategist who thrives on seeking improved revenue performance

and creating enhanced competitiveness for your proposition and organisation, revealing your best, current

U.S.P, (unique selling point) - a better one that can be quickly and easily applied.

Author of the new books, publishing 2013 through Kogan Page (http://tiny.cc/koganpageDH):

## 1) 'The Marketing Manifesto', for professional marketers and marketing:

## 2) 'Competitive SME: Building Competitive Advantage Through Marketing Excellence for Small to Medium

Sized Enterprises'

Writes for 'Global CMO magazine' (http://tiny.cc/gcmo) and on its Editorial Board (http://tiny.cc/cmoeditorial)

Recently set up 'The Epsilon Project' for ROI in marketing - getting the Proposition Right, First Time, run by

Torchbearer Ltd at Edinburgh Napier University.

David likes challenging the normal self-destructive, cost-accounting practises and does not believe in 'just doing

something because we can or because others are doing it'.

Has served on the UK's Marketing and Sales Standards Setting Body, was Chair of the Chartered Institute of

Marketing's Technology group, and continues to contribute to the marketing profession as Director of Global

Marketing Network Online Community (tiny.cc/gmn-oc) and a member of the Global Marketing Network's

Advisory Council (http://tiny.cc/gmnadvisory).

He is currently rolling out 'Competitive SME' initiative, a series of the tools and methodologies captured in his

book and additional workshops and other knowledge especially created for the SME business owner or manager

(http://tiny.cc/linkedinsme), and is Marketing Director for Aqua Energy.

Specialities: Broad knowledge and experience of 'technologies' - microbiology / health sciences; industrial

chemistry; electronics and specialist engineering; environmental and safety instrumentation; ICT and eBusiness;

- and consulting and advising on business management and improvements to profit.
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Publications
Competitive SME
Kogan Page March 2, 2013

Authors: David Hood

Competitive SME is the definitive competitiveness & marketing book and is the first book that forms part of

the European Unions 'futureSME' initiative for Small to Medium sized Enterprises.

@competitivesme

It crystallises both the findings of the EU-wide research to find out what issues affect SME’s effectiveness

and competitiveness, along with the findings from MyMarketingLife, the professional Marketer community

that relate to SME’s competitive advantage and how that can be linked and improved to advanced marketing

prowess.

The Marketing Manifesto
Kogan Page January 1, 2013

Authors: David Hood

The Marketing Manifesto' is a fresh and deep insight into the major underpinning challenges and

opportunities for you and the role of marketing in your organisation. Additionally, it actually spells out

precisely HOW you can resolve and exploit marketing issues.

@themmanifesto

Global CMO magazine
Global Marketing Network / Vesey Creative March 11, 2013

Authors: David Hood

Instrumental in the creation of the new Global CMO magazine and key contributor. Will be helping lead the

mission towards better professional standards in marketing, and heading a profound move towards addressing

long-standing challenges and unrealised opportunities for the profession, building on his 15 core issues for

marketers, explored and revealed in his book 'The Marketing Manifesto'.

Experience
Director at Torchbearer Ltd / The Epsilon Project
June 2013 - Present (1 year)

This is the company set up to help develop 'The Epsilon Project' - a major coordinate and concerted effort to

address the age-old problem for Marketers and professional Marketing - ROI.

Supporting Global Marketing Network and Global CMO™ magazine, Torchbearer is acting as a pivotal

company to foster discussion, debate and development, of *the* issue for marketing and offer some real

leadership and results.
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Located within Edinburgh Napier University.

Marketing Director at Aqua Energy Scotland Ltd
January 2012 - Present (2 years 5 months)

Responsible for commercialisation of Aqua's I.P.; licensing, total Proposition and competitive position within

its markets.

1 recommendation available upon request

Advisory Board Member & Online Community Director at Global Marketing Network
August 2011 - Present (2 years 10 months)

Undertaking continuous professional development structure and delivery for the Global Marketing Network.

Liaising with strategic partners to realise mutual ambitions for the Marketer and the marketing profession.

Developing new, critical, content for marketing that addresses ongoing challenges and opportunities for the

Marketer, so GMN becomes the main membership organisation for marketing in the world.

Instrumental in forming the 'Global CMO magazine' - check here for details: http://tiny.cc/globalcmo

1 recommendation available upon request

Author, 'Competitive SME' at Kogan Page
February 2011 - December 2013 (2 years 11 months)

Created the definitive, practical book for the small to medium sized business, to markedly improve its ability

to develop and present its most competitive product or service to market.

Covers many aspects of market-driven advantage (edge), updating and introducing new simple tools for the

SME/SMB, and useful for anyone tasked with improving competitiveness and revenue.

http://tiny.cc/compSME

2 recommendations available upon request

Author, 'The Marketing Manifesto' at Kogan Page
June 2010 - December 2013 (3 years 7 months)

The Marketing Manifesto' is a fresh and deep insight into the major underpinning challenges and

opportunities for you and the role of marketing in your organisation.

Additionally, it actually spells out precisely HOW the professional Marketer, and marketing, can resolve and

exploit marketing issues. Publishing Q1/2013.

A must-read for anyone that has a specific responsibility for delivery of value in a customer-facing, or income

generating role.

http://tiny.cc/marketingmanifesto

1 recommendation available upon request
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Managing Director at MyMarketingLife and Marketing Sans Frontières Ltd
March 2008 - December 2011 (3 years 10 months)

David was Director at MyMarketingLife, a transitional professional marketer community dedicated to

personal fulfilment for the Marketer, and Director of the marketing intellectual-property creation company

Marketing Sans Frontières.

1 recommendation available upon request

Marketing Coordinator (S/T Contract) at BMI Healthcare
2007 - 2008 (1 year)

Provided strategic and tactical marketing for the Scottish group of BMI hospitals; delivering rebranding and

product development projects for specialist clinics and managing agency engagement.

1 recommendation available upon request

Community Creator and Director at The Marketing Leaders
June 2004 - June 2007 (3 years 1 month)

Created and managed the interim 'The Marketing Leaders' group that endeavoured to uncover the most

pressing challenges and opportunities for the professional marketer and marketing.

Subsequently took a sabbatical and developed his key findings and concepts to create the definitive book for

the professional marketer: 'The Marketing Manifesto' (http://tiny.cc/marketingmanifesto)

2 recommendations available upon request

Chair, Technology Group at The Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM)
2000 - 2005 (5 years)

Grew the CIM's Tech group from around 1,000 members to over 70,000 during his time as Vice and

Subsequently Chair of this International branch of the Chartered Institute of Marketing.

Created a new agenda to modernise marketing practice that included the new internet, eBusiness and IT

related technologies and 'Managing Total Marketing' and the successful new conference of the same name..

2 recommendations available upon request

Managing Partner at Clearsight
April 1996 - January 2004 (7 years 10 months)

Providing managing consultancy services, including strategic planning, marketing planning, training /

coaching, seminars and one-to-one mentoring. Focused mainly on tech-led companies.

1 recommendation available upon request

Product Manager at Mine Safety Appliances
1990 - 1995 (5 years)

Marketing and Product Management for the personal electronic gas detection devices. Responsible for

marketing and N.P.D.

Industrial Chemist at GEC Ferranti
July 1987 - June 1990 (3 years)
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Metallurgy and finishing of Radar and other electronic components; process control, management and

environmental / safety (work areas and personal) monitoring.

Medical Microbiologist at University of Edinburgh / Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh
June 1979 - May 1986 (7 years)

Diagnosis and laboratory testing for microbiological pathogens.

Projects
The Epsilon Project
January 2013 to Present

Members:David Hood, Craig Cockburn

The Epsilon Project is set up to tackle a major, longstanding challenge for Marketing and the Marketer: how

to optimise both product/service option variables and marketing / campaign mix.

Every product/service Proposition has many options to consider; the Marketer and Manager has to decide on

what that Proposition looks like, and what is most likely to be attractive, competitive and of course, bring in

the most revenue. The problem seems intractable.... until now.

Follow the twitter to keep up with developments...

Competitive SME - the programme
November 2012 to Present

Members:David Hood, Brian Canavan

The Competitive SME programme offers workshops and elearning based on the book. Discrete in-company

or inclusive workshops and online learning tools expand on those outlined in the book, helping the SME

create - and sustain - a comprehensive and valuable competitive edge.

Currently creating a signature Seminar event.

Organizations
Global Marketing Network
Professional Member

June 2011 to Present

The Global Marketing Network (GMN) is the Global Accreditation Body for Marketing Professionals. With

over 30,000 Members worldwide we aim to inspire, educate and inform the Marketing Leaders of today and

tomorrow, wherever they live and work in the world.

Business for Scotland
Member

January 2013 to Present
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We believe that when people take the time to investigate the facts it becomes clear that Scotland’s economy,

our business community and our nation as a whole will be better off as an independent country. We also

believe that a Yes vote will act as a catalyst for Scottish people to become more entrepreneurial, confident,

successful, ambitious and international in their outlook.

The Business for Scotland Declaration: http://www.businessforscotland.co.uk/join-us-now/

My profile: http://www.businessforscotland.co.uk/profile-david-hood/

Federation of Writers
Member

May 2013 to Present

Certifications
Professional Member
Global Marketing Network June 2010

Jonah Program ®
AGI Goldratt Institute July 2000

Education
Waterford Institute of Technology
PgD Enterprise Development, 2008 - 2009
Grade: This is an NQAI, Level 9 qualification

Goldratt Institute
Jonah Programme, Theory of Constraints / Thinking Process, 2000 - 2000

University of the West of Scotland
PgD, International Marketing, 1991 - 1993

Napier University
National Certificate, Medical Laboratory Sciences, 1981 - 1984

Liberton High
Secondary / High School Education, 1974 - 1979

Skills & Expertise
Marketing Strategy
Strategic Partnerships
Marketing
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Start-ups
Marketing Management
Strategy
Entrepreneurship
Business Strategy
B2B Marketing
Brand Development
Digital Marketing
Strategic Planning
Business Planning
Market Planning
Management
Marketing Research
B2B
Marketing Communications
Direct Marketing
Competitive Advantage
Corporate Branding
International Marketing
New Business Development
Social Media Marketing
Market Analysis
Writing
Customer Retention
Social Media
Creative Problem Solving
Word Of Mouth Marketing
Competitive Analysis
Brand Management
Customer Insight
Training
Online Advertising
Strategic Communications
Change Management
Multi-channel Marketing
Non-executive Director
Competitive Strategy
Strategic Marketing
USP Development
business to business marketing
business to business strategy
Author
Segmentation
Content Development
Campaign Management
Business Process Improvement
Customer Acquisition
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Honors and Awards
Professional Membership of the Global Marketing Network

Interests
Marketing, competitiveness, business improvement, (the kind that you can place in the bank only), prioritising

improvement options; mountaineering, Scottish traditional music, politics.
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David Hood
Author | Competitiveness | Marketing ROI | David James Hood

davidh@mymarketinglife.com

12 people have recommended David

"David is a highly motivated professional with a business like approach to work. He is a good listener, an

essential quality in any client/consultant relationship. I have always found David quick to respond in an

efficient and highly skilled professional manner. He has some excellent ideas and views on marketing and

comes highly recommended."

— Alastair Brown, Managing Director, Aqua Energy (Scotland) Ltd, worked directly with David at Aqua
Energy Scotland Ltd

"David lives, breathes and (most probably) sleeps marketing! Dedicated to building a stronger marketing

profesison than the one we all entered and committted to the future development of Marketing Professionals,

I wholeheartedly recommend David to you as an imaginative thinker who has the customer very much at

heart."

— Darrell Kofkin FGMN, Co-Founder and Chief Executive, Global Marketing Network, managed David at
Global Marketing Network

"I bought Competitive SME the other day and could not put it down. This book should be read by those in

where their approach to sales and marketing are suited to a world long gone. They would sleep better at night

and become better leaders!"

— Stephen Sherry, Group Business Development Manager, GlobalGROUP of Companies Limited
(GlobalGROUP), was with another company when working with David at Kogan Page

"David brings something fresh to marketing and a very healthy obsession about building competitive

businesses that also know how to collaborate internally and with customers and suppliers. His messages need

to be heard and can help."

— Jim Mather, Chairman, Gael Ltd, was with another company when working with David at Kogan Page

"David epitomises what is essential in a consultant and business expert - empathy, insight and an unerring

ability to bring out the positives in everyone and every situation. As trainer, innovator and facilitator his

success rate is beyond compare, and from seminar to written word David consistently finds new and exciting

opportunties in every business challenge."

— Matthew Smith, Publishing Director, Kogan Page, was with another company when working with David
at Kogan Page
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"We contracted David to develop a Marketing book aimed at SMEs. Overall he did a good job. I would not

hesitate recommending David for any advice and support relating to Marketing"

— Umit Bititci, was David's client

"I first met David when he was gracious eough to agree to stay on from a temporary post in order to help me

settle in to my new role at BMI Healthcare. David's help at that time was invaluable and he has gone on to be

a great source of support, knowledge and networking. Davids knowedge of marketing is second to none and

his connections have proved extremely useful. Trully a pleasure to work with."

— Brian Canavan, Regional Marketing Manager -Scotland, BMI Healthcare, worked directly with David at
BMI Healthcare

""David is a passionate marketer I have known for a few years. His commitment is not only for improving the

marketing of his clients but also the marketing profession in general. This later commitment was very

welcome at a time when I was leading the development of the first world-class marketing and sales standards.

He particularly helped involve colleagues based in Scotland and, consequently, helped ensure the robustness

of the standards. David has also demonstrated this interest in helping develop professionalism in marketing

through his recently published book, The Marketing Manifesto, by suggesting ways in which marketers can

improve their work including through supporting agreed professional standards and ensuring the human

touch/responsibility is ever present in the marketers' relations with clients. I therefore have no reservations in

recommending David as an experienced marketer and a very friendly person.""

— Chahid Fourali, Head, The UK Marketing and Sales Standards Setting Body, was with another company
when working with David at The Marketing Leaders

"David is a smart and forward thinker when it comes to the future of marketing. He understands the current

marketing paradigm well and offers a strong sense of how things could be better. Any organisation (large or

small) could benefit from David's insights. Not only this, but David is also just type of person that you would

enjoy spending social time with once a long productive day has been achieved! Highly recommended."

— Freddie Daniells, CEO, cogentum, was with another company when working with David at The
Marketing Leaders

"I have worked with David on several projects over the years, when I was director of ICS and after. he is a

very committed person, with a strong knowledge of the marketing and customer sevice world, and I

recommend him to you wholeheartedly. Paul Cooper"

— Paul Cooper, Director, Institute of Customer Service, was with another company when working with
David at The Chartered Institute of Marketing

"A fantastic chap, full of integrity, supportive and encouraging in nature, with a good eye for what really

counts in regards to the application of marketing and technology in today's world. Highly recommended!"

— Graham Jarvis, Freelance Editor, Journalist and PR (Media Services Consultant), Media-Insert:
Graham Jarvis Media Services, was with another company when working with David at THE Marketing
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Leaders / Bipedal

"David will show you a new way of looking at marketing. He is using tools and knowledge, to develop

marketing and business solutions, that you won't see elsewhere. Read his book for details."

— Martin Gibbons, Partner, Clearsight Marketing, was with another company when working with David at
Clearsight

Contact David on LinkedIn
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